
Ask your stylist for any of these aromatic services to treat yourself—and your senses—to something special.

TEA TREE WASH HOUSE℠ EXPERIENCE MENU 
Sit back, relax and soak up the satisfying sensory experience of Tea Tree. 

SOOTHING INDULGENCE
Take a break from stressful days  

and frenzied schedules. Lavender naturally 
soothes frazzled nerves, while mint revitalizes 

the spirit with a fresh outlook, leaving the mind 
clear and hair moisturized.

                              $

TINGLING INDULGENCE
Need a spa getaway? Indulge in first-class 
invigoration. Tingly tea tree oil and cooling 

peppermint pamper mind, body and spirit, leaving 
the hair fragrant and scalp renewed.

                             $

TINGLING COLOR INDULGENCE
Breathe easy and indulge in a specially 

formulated experience that preserves and 
pampers color-treated hair. Tingly tea tree oil 

and nourishing rooibos extracts leave hair,  
scalp and spirit renewed. 

                             $

ENERGIZING INDULGENCE
Cure the blues with zesty citrus refreshment that 

goes straight to the head. Natural extracts of 
uplifting lemon, soothing sage, tingly peppermint 
and tea tree oil renew your gusto, leaving the hair 

full of body and mind energized.

                             $

STIMULATING INDULGENCE
Encourage strong, voluminous hair with Tea  

Tree Scalp Care’s exclusive Regeniplex® complex —a 
stimulating botanical blend of clover flower, turmeric, 
ginseng, pea peptides and Kakadu plum that promotes 

a healthy scalp and fuller, thicker-looking hair.

                              $
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INDULGENCE TREATMENT BOOSTS 
Boost any Tea Tree experience with a treatment addition for a customized  

indulgence. Your hair concerns change from month to month, so give your locks  
what they crave with treatments that can be used together or alone.

DEEP CONDITIONING TREATMENT
Calm the senses and hydrate moisture-starved 
locks with a creamy, ultra-rich Lavender Mint 

Deep Conditioning Mineral Hair Mask featuring 
natural French clay and restorative minerals. 

Followed with Lavender Mint Conditioning  
Leave-In Spray for softening and soothing, the 

result is strong, smooth and balanced hair.

                             $

INVIGORATING HAIR AND  
 SCALP TREATMENT

Enjoy soothing relief from bothersome hair and 
scalp issues. Help is here with an invigorating, 

tingly dose of strengthening conditioners 
and skin refining agents. The non-medicated 

formula and stimulating fragrance of tea tree oil, 
peppermint and lavender protects and 
moisturizes troubled hair and scalp.

                             $

MOISTURE MASSAGE TREATMENT 
Loosen up with a relaxing neck, scalp  

and hand massage incorporating renewing  
Tea Tree Hair and Body Moisturizer®. This 

ideal massage companion is infused with tingly 
peppermint, tea tree oil and special conditioners 

that rejuvenate, cool, and hydrate the skin  
as you comfortably unwind.

                              $


